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In this document we show extra-results from our tests on the Bundle Adjustment in
the Large benchmarking datasets [2]. We use acronyms for the datasets, e.g., the dataset
Dubrovnik with 150 cameras and 95821 points is denoted with d-150-96k. Similar labels are
used for Ladybug(l), Trafalgar (t), and Final( f ). We compare 3 approaches: the approach
proposed in this paper (gCG), an implementation in we use implicit Schur representation for
all factors (iCG), and the Iterative Schur Solver (cCG), available in Ceres [1]. In the tests
comparing gCG and cCG we use a truncated Newton method [2] as in Ceres.

Figure 1: Average improvement per conjugate
gradient (CG) iteration of gCG w.r.t. iCG.

The improvement is computed as tiCG − tgCG /tiCG (%), where ti is the average time for a
CG iteration in technique i.
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Figure 2: Total
 time reduction of gCG w.r.t. iCG. Time reduction is computed as
TiCG − TgCG /TiCG (%), where Ti is the time to reduce the objective by 90%.

Figure 3: Total time reduction of gCG w.r.t. cCG. Both use block-Jacobi
preconditioning

and inexact Newton steps. Time reduction is computed as TcCG − TgCG /TcCG (%), where Ti
is the time to reduce the objective by 90%, for technique i. The few cases in which Ceres
has better performance are connected to slight differences in the LM policy, that allow cCG
to apply more effective steps. If we look at the time per LM iteration (Fig. 4), the advantage
of grouping is even clearer.
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Figure 4: Reduction in the
 average LM iteration time of gCG w.r.t. cCG. Time reduction
LM − T LM /T LM (%), where T LM is the average time for a single LM iteris computed as TcCG
gCG
cCG
i
ation, for technique i. The only negative peak, for which gCG is slower than cCG corresponds
to the dataset d-308-195k, in which Ceres terminates earlier (details in Fig. 5).
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Figure 5: (a) Cost (in log scale) versus time (in seconds) for the dataset d-308-195k,
comparing gCG (blue) and cCG (red). The longer tail in gCG depends on the termination condition for LM, which can be slightly different for the two techniques. (b) CPU time required
to complete each LM iteration. In this experiment, although gCG has better performance (see
faster convergence in (a)), it performs more iterations, with few expensive iterations at the
end. For this reason the average LM time is larger, as reported in Fig. 4. Note that cCG
terminates around iteration 22 and before that point, in (b), one can observe that the cost per
iteration is smaller for gCG, as shown in all other datasets of Fig. 4.
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